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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Challenges of uncertainty and imprecise induce many new ideas in set theory. In 

1945,Molodstov[1]initiated the theory of soft sets as a new mathematical tool to deal with 

uncertainties while modeling the problems in engineering , physics, computer science and etc,. In 

2001,Shabir and Naz[3] defined soft topology.E.Hewitt[7] has studied a new topological spaces 

named as resolvable spaces. 

  In this paper, we introduce new topological spaces namely soft resolvable 

topological spaces. Throughout this paper )~,( EF represent soft topological space on which no 

separation axioms are unless otherwise mentioned. We recall the following definitions, which are 

useful in sequel. 

Definition 1.1 

A topological space ),( X is said to be 

(i) resolvable [7] if each pair of dense subsets has an empty intersection ; otherwise ),( X is 

called irresolvable. 

(ii) open hereditarily irresolvable[10] (simply o.h.i) if each open subspace of ),( X is 

irresolvable. 
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Definition 1.2[3] 

 Let )(~ USFE  . A soft topology on EF denoted by ~ is a collection of soft subsets of EF

having the following properties 
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  The pair )~,( EF is called a soft topological space. Where F is a soft null set. The 

collection of all soft open set of EF is also denoted by )( ES FG . 

Definition 1.3[11] 

A soft subset DF of a soft topological space is said to be soft dense in itself if  DF contains no 

soft isolated points . That means every soft point of DF is a soft limit point of DF . 

2. SOFT RESOLVABLE TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

Definition 2.1 

A soft topological space )~,( EF  is called a soft resolvable topological space if each pair of soft 

dense subsets has an empty intersection. Otherwise )~,( EF is said to be soft irresolvable space. 

Definition 2.2 

 )~,( EF is said to be soft open hereditarily soft irresolvable (simply s.o.h.s.i)if each soft 

open subspace of )~,( EF is soft irresolvable. 

Theorem 2.3:  

Every softtopological space )~,( EF can be represented as a disjoint union BAE FFF  where 

AF is soft closed and soft resolvable and BF is soft open and soft hereditarily irresolvable. 

Proof: 

Follows from the definitions of soft resolvable and soft hereditarily irresolvable space. 

 

Theorem 2.4 : 

Every soft topological space )~,( EF can be represented as a disjoint union BAE FFF   where 

AF is soft closed and soft resolvable and BF is soft open and soft hereditarily irresolvable. Then 

the following are equivalent: 

(i) softpre open subset in )~,( EF  is soft topology on EF . 
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(ii) B
SF is soft open and )~,(),( EFex  for each ),( ex in soft interior of  AF . 

Proof: 

 Follows from the properties of soft dense set and soft pre closed set. 

 

Theorem 2.5: 

For a soft resolvable space )~,( EF the following are equivalent: 

(i)  The set of all soft pre open set in )~,( EF is a soft topology. 

(ii) Every subset of EF is soft preopen. 

(iii) Every soft open set is soft closed. 
Proof: 

Concequence of theorem 2.4 and 2.5 

 

Theorem 2.6: 

For soft topological space )~,( EF  the following are equivalent. 

(i) )~,( EF contains a soft open, soft dense and soft hereditarily irresolvable subspace. 

(ii) Every nonempty soft open set is soft irresolvable. 

(iii) For each soft dense subset DF of )~,( EF , soft interior of DF is soft dense 

(v) For every EA FF  , if soft interior of AF  is F then AF is soft nowhere dense. 

 

Theorem 2.8: 

For a space )~,( EF the following are equivalent: 

(i) Every soft dense-in-itself subset is soft preopen. 

(ii) Every soft perfect subset is soft open. 

Proof: 

(i) (ii) Let EA FF  be soft dense in itself .Then soft closure of  is soft perfect and by 

hypothesis , AF   is soft preopen. 

 

(ii) (i) Follows from the definition of soft perfect set. 

 

Theorem 2.9: 

 A soft topological space )~,( EF  is s.o.h.s.iiff for every soft subset AF of  EF , AF belongs to the 

set of all soft locally closed subsets in soft  -topological space in AF  

Proof: 

Obvious. 

 

Theorem 2.10 

If a soft space )~,( EF  and the subspace ),(
~

AFAF  are s.o.h.s.i then ))(~,( AE FF  is s.o.h.s.i. 
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Proof: 

Let ED FF ~ be soft dense in ))(~,( AE FF  . Then DF  is soft dense in )~,( EF  and since )~,( EF is 

s.o.h.s.i, soft interior of  DF  is soft dense in )~,( EF . Take any nonempty soft open set 

)
~

(
~

AVU FFF  in ))(~,( AE FF  . 

 If  FFU , we proved this theorem.Suppose  FFU . Then  FFF AV 
~

. Now 

DA FF 
~

 is soft dense in ),( )(~

A

A
F

F
AF  . Since ),(

~

AFAF  is s.o.h.s.i and ),(
~

AFAF  = ),( )(~

A

A
F

F
AF  , 

)~(
~

DAF FF
A

 is soft dense in ),(
~

AFAF  . 

  Hence the soft interior of )~(
~

DAF FF
A

 is soft dense in ),( )(~

A

A
F

F
AF  . 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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